
Hello 
David Ferguson 

Lauren Allen 
 

North East Lincolnshire Council 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Introductions



We won an award and we’d like to 
tell you about it! 

Lauren 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
We’d like to talk to you about a recent award that we won and why. 



FROM A TENANTS 
PERSPECTIVE, WHAT 

HAS BEEN THE BIGGEST 
DISRUPTOR IN THE 

HOUSING SECTOR IN 
THE LAST 2 - 3 YEARS? 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
But, I want to start by asking you all a question.Take 2 minutes to think amongst your tables…



Presenter
Presentation Notes
Some great ideas, what about?Or, I completely agree.



You will have seen it in the press 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
We’ve seen it in the press, it’s digital only, has potentially long delays in receiving benefits through! And it’s not popular.



WE WANTED TO 
UNDERSTAND HOW 

THIS WOULD IMPACT 
ON PEOPLE IN NORTH 
EAST LINCOLNSHIRE  

Presenter
Presentation Notes
We were worried about this in North East Lincolnshire with full service looming so we decided to find out how much of a problem this was likely to cause us.We asked residents How would you cope without any money for 6 weeks? 



THEY SAID 
• I’d have to borrow it 

from friends / family or 
wonga 

• I’d starve 
• I couldn’t pay my bills 

or rent 
• I’d have to move back 

to mum and dad’s 
• I’d have to steal 
 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
We also asked how that feels?
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THEY SAID 
• Worried 

• Depressed 

• Inadequate 

• Shameful 

• Angry 

• Desperate 
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13th DECEMBER 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Well UC roll out full service for North East Lincolnshire was set for:It was September and we had a challenge, this clearly was a problem to solve and a very serious one.  It’s quite cold and wet in December with Christmas less than 2 weeks away and the prospect of no money until the end of January.  It’s a test for many people who get paid early in December to last until the end of January never mind no money at all.  Let’s looks at the impact here on the health and wellbeing of our communities, take a couple of minutes on your tables to talk about the underlying determinants of health that are impacting and being impacted upon.
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YOUR WELLBEING HELPER 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
We have been working on other digital projects in NELC, one of which is about how we can help people to be aware of their own wellbeing and manage their lives here it is and you’re absolutely right:HousingMental HealthRelationshipsIncome and paying your billsSkillsAnd so on all are in play.



SO IS JUST DEALING WITH UC 
SOLVING THE PROBLEM? 

• The risks of homelessness 
• What about wellbeing 
• How do we help people remove barriers 
• Where do they need to go for help (with 

advice for money, food, support) 
• Where do I find information 
• Is there any other help 
Things like Discretionary Housing Payments. 

 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
What about? On the backdrop of all this have you any idea where North East Lincolnshire was in the league table for DHP?



BOTTOM! Or nearly 

 
32% UTILISATION 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
We used only 32% of our grant and we have a high proportion of transient renters, Mosaic tells us so!  This means a repetitive need to update their claims and multiple delays.So the problem is the system not just UC.  Our problem is: 



Our Problem 
 

How might we enable our citizens to access the right benefit 
and support to look after their families health and wellbeing 

and stay in their home? 
 

Or in resident’s terms, “I need help with my money.” 

Solving the problem Tackling our residents 
Needs 

Finding innovative 
Solutions 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Now that is a problem to solve.The system spans a significant partnership, here it is



STAKEHOLDERS 
DWP 

FAMILY HUBS 
LIBRARIES 

DHP 
HOMELESSNESS 

BENEFITS 

CITIZENS ADVICE VOLUNTARY SECTOR 

CUSTOMER SERVICES 
HEALTH SECTOR 

FAMILY INFORMATION SERVICE 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
So we formed a multidisciplinary team to look at the whole customer journey, we understood where the information advice and guidance was and who owned it.  We looked at our user research, what it was telling us and tested ideas as to how we could solve the issues.Large number of stakeholders needed to engage with the project because of the ‘domino effect’ UC would cause and the range of struggles those moving to UC could suffer withA large strategic group made it difficult to come to a tangible solution, everyone was exhausted by discussions of the impact UC would have on residents and services, but all agreed there needed to be some kind of central ‘launch pad’ that would make all services accessible in one place
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WE AGREED 
• A good campaign to market the service 
• Having IAG all in one place 
• Connecting up the system 
• Having assisted digital support and access to 

going on line 
• Giving close one to one support for personal 

budgeting advice 
• Automated referral to DHP from 

homelessness 
• Simplified DHP application process 

 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Having understood our problem and the insight we agreed:We prototyped and tested with services and users.  We co-designed and developed our solutions together and this is key to the success, collaboration and ownership, having a stake.  Unlike UC itself, done to, digital only with clear risks to claimants wellbeing.  



https://www.nelincs.gov.uk/benef
its/universal-credit-launch-pad/ 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
We developed our primary gateway (Launchpad) pulling together all necessary information advice and guidance to help people decide the appropriate benefit to apply for making clear the criteria (errors here are causing delays which cannot be backdated meaning longer delays overall and more risk).  Giving clear advice about advance payments cutting down the time until full payments commence and what residents needed to have available before applying.



The System 

Health and Wellbeing

Homelessness
Team

DHP Team

Service Users

Universal Credit

Assisted Digital 
Support

Personal 
Budgeting
Support

Presenter
Presentation Notes
We automated connections to our homelessness team where we identified risk in our system.We redesigned the DHP application process reducing it from an 18 page form that gave no indication to eligibility, to two killer questions and brief income and expenditure to determine likely eligibility followed by a more detailed 3 page form.All advisory capacity was trained to follow the no wrong door principle signposting to the UC landing page.We iterated (and continue to do so) to go live with our Launchpad on 6th December in advance of go live on the 13th.



Our Campaign 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
We promoted, ran a campaign and got our leaflet out there across the partnership.  We ensured that all staff in public access venues with access to self-serve facilities understood what was available and how to help people.  Also whether to signpost people who were vulnerable to more focussed means of support and personal budgeting support.



SO WHAT’S THE IMPACT? 
• 3,203 PEOPLE HAVE USED THE LAUNCHPAD 
• 6,712 PEOPLE IN NELC NOW ON UC (SEPT 

‘18) 
• 358 PEOPLE HAVE RECEIVED PERSONAL 

BUDGETING SUPPORT 
• WE ARE NOW ON TRACK TO USE OVER 75% 

OF OUR DHP GRANT THIS YEAR 
• WE ARE MEETING OUR DUTY UNDER THE 

HRA FROM 1ST APRIL ‘18 AND THE 
•      PREVENTATIVE EXPECTATIONS 



What do services 
think? 



Over to you 
 

What happened in your boroughs, 
would you do anything differently – 

if so, what? 
 

For those that have not gone live… 
Is this something you are going to 
look at? What would you consider? 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
OK, I’d like you all to take a moment to think about the authority you live in and / or work for.  I believe you are already all full service, do you think you did enough to support residents with UC, if not would you do it differently now.  Take 2 minutes and we’ll get a couple of views.OK so there is a clear message coming out.



SO HOW DOES THAT MEET THE 
ORGANISATIONS AIMS? 

• Education and Skills 
• Efficiency and cost reductions 
• Safeguarding 
• Poverty, fuel poverty and especially 

children in poverty 
• Health and wellbeing especially 

depression and mental health 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
So strategically we are linking vulnerable residents to all relevant services where Universal Credit is in isolation and solely a digital solution.  We believe this approach drives transformation across a number of our strategic priorities and empowers our citizens to do more for themselves and manage their own lives: (Slide 19 with Bullets appear)A full systems approach has prevented families falling into crisis and being prepared for the transition to UC and, being able to manage their own lives.



Why the judges chose NELC 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The reason cited by the judges as to why they chose North East Lincolnshire’s work over the World Health Organisations and Gloucestershire county council was: that it was a complex problem across a large partnership, solved a real problem for residents, had clear outcomes and measures of success.



WE HOPE YOU 
ENJOYED THE SESSION 

David.Ferguson@nelincs.gov.uk 

Lauren.Allen@nelincs.gov.uk 
 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
I hope you’ve found this session useful and if you want to get in touch our details are here and being a co-signatory and having signed up to the local digital declaration, we’re up for sharing
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